Presentation to the Strathcona Regional District
Electoral Areas Services Committee July 14th, 2021.
Subject: Surface water drainage issues on Mariwood Road and surrounding
areas.
Decisions or actions requested:
1. Commitment to action to improve present drainage infrastructure performance,
thereby reducing rainy season flooding and the associated risks of health and safety
impacts and property damage.
2. Recognition that if public authorities cannot or will not act, that homeowners in the
area will, as other taxpayers have already done.
Summary of Background; see attached documents:
Several properties on Mariwood Road and in the adjacent area have for many years suffered
the buildup of surface water during intensive storm events. In the recent past these seem to
have become more severe, even though annual rainfall has not changed significantly.
Requests for help to local authorities, SRD and BC Ministry of Transportation, have been
fruitless so far. A meeting with local representatives of these organizations has resulted in
this issue being brought before this committee in the hope that action may result (see 3.1
below).
List of attachments:
1. Location and illustration of surface water accumulation
2. Detailed description of groundwater and drainage problems
3. Correspondence
Issues for consideration by committee:
1. How may current jurisdictional and resources hurdles allegedly causing the “log jam”
be resolved?
2. Is an area drainage plan really required before remedial action may be taken?
3. Who is, or should be, accountable for delivering this service for Electoral Area
taxpayers?
4. What is a reasonable timeframe for progress on these issues?

Thank you for this opportunity to present to the Electoral Area Services
Committee. Respectively submitted by Colin Benoit and Malcolm Wilson
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Attachment #1 Location and illustration of surface water accumulation
Beach

Wilsons’-

-Benoits’

Notes: Upper map is from SRD’s website; lower is “Google Maps” latest aerial photo.
Existing drainage ditch on northside of Mariwood, west of Marina
Areas known to accumulate surface water after intense periods of precipitation

223 Mariwood Road backyard flood 10/12/2020. Depth of water adjacent to the yellow duck is 12’’. Normally
the water table is 14” below soil level. The water reached to within 2 metres of the house.
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Attachment #2 Detailed Description of drainage and groundwater problems
The residents in the Mariwood and McGimspey Road
neighbourhood purchased their homes in good faith and
acceptance of previous building inspections and building
approvals. None of these inspections addressed or identified
any of the water issues that are currently being experienced
during high water periods. Homes are experiencing flooding
of yards and crawlspaces as a result of high seasonal rainfalls
which causes a rise in the water table that becomes
unmanageable due to the lack of available drainage
corridors.
An onsite inspection and consultation with a professional
private drainage specialist has revealed:
o The hydraulics of the water table work vertically and
Non-performing drainage ditch
do not adhere to management boundaries.
o The water table requires management across these
boundaries for the benefit of the property owners.
o The management protocols cannot be independent of one another.
o A rising and excessive water table needs an outlet and cannot be managed within
individual lot boundaries.
o Water from the roads require an outlet other than adding more volume to the water
table.
o Any water that shows up in the current ditches is the level of the water table and not
moving water that would manage a rising water table.
o The current drainage corridor along the upper portion of Mariwood Road and Marina
Road to McGimpsey Road is non-functional and does not provide a drainage corridor.
o McGimpsey Road supports developed properties but is also a commercial access for the
Storrey Creek Golf Course and drainage along this corridor requires upgrading to be
more effective.
The specialist recommended the need to have the existing corridor excavated to provide a
drainage gradient that would allow excess volume of a rising water table to flow naturally and
prevent flooding of properties. The current corridor can be increased in depth allowing water to
flow and and allow for future maintenance of the drainage corridor.
It is our understanding our subdivision is within Area D of the Strathcona Regional District and
our properties fall under Regional District administration and management. In addition road
access to properties and the maintenance of roads within Area D fall under Ministry of
Transport administration and management.
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An onsite review with SRD representative Wolfang Parada, MOT Area Manager Ashley Cousens
and concerned residents of Mariwood Road was held on June 3, 2021. The MOT advised that
waters affecting individual lots were to be managed within lot boundaries. As such no water
from individual lots was to be directed into ditches managed by MOT. Any action taken by
property owners to increase ditch depth or discharge water to MOT right of ways would be a
liability of any individual taking such action.
As property owners we make every effort to reduce our consumption of municipal water but,
under the current divided management parameters it is impossible to manage excess water
within lot boundaries…..a rising water table simply will not allow it. Continued flooding will
increase the potential for health hazards in flooded crawl spaces and flooded septic fields.
Property values and tax assessments are rising annually ….but flooded yards and crawl spaces
will not allow properties to be sold at assessed values. As such a property owner cannot realize
the sale value of their property…..but are being taxed at the higher assessed value.
The drainage issues were not sufficiently addressed or maintained in development and
approval of home construction for our neighbourhood ….the current property owners need
these issues to be solved and are willing to work with both the SRD and MOT to reach a
manageable solution.

________________________________________________________________
Attachment #3 Correspondence
3.1 Wilson to Parada (SRD) and Cousens (MOT) – June 4th 2021
Hello Wolfang and Ashley,
Thank you for coming yesterday to our street to discuss our drainage problems and for explaining your
organizations’ situations, and particularly their regulatory hurdles. Your advice to bring our issues to the
Strathcona Regional District Board meeting via our Director, Benda Leigh, was valuable and will be acted
upon.
We discussed the wintertime flooding of our properties that is compounded by standing water in
roadside ditches that do not drain and therefore add to the high water table that in turn causes my
neighbors Colin and Barb Benoit crawlspace flooding, risking mold growth and associated health
hazards.
We advised you that the Benoit’s drainage consultant and contractor claimed that the problem could be
fixed by opening the drainage ditches, which would allow the water to drain away. You pointed out that
Highways would not grant permission to apply such a fix because of the risk that the flood would simply
move to another’s property. You mentioned that to avoid such a situation an area drainage study would
have to be undertaken, involving hiring professional specialist for which neither Highways or SRD have
the budget. Your suggestion is that we need to bring the issue to the SRD Board to request such a plan
be developed. Wolfang stated that he thought such a request had been made to a previous SRD Board
that turned it down and he agreed to search the records for confirmation of when and why this
happened.
You both made it very clear that the existing ditches may not be used for discharging surface water from
our properties and that the sole purpose of the ditches is to remove the water from the roadways.
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May I commend you both for the patient and respectful manner with which you listened to our
frustrations and concerns. This was the first time in my 16 years in Area D that my winter flooding has
been taken seriously rather that been the source of black humor concerning “valuable lakeside
property”.
Thank you again for the hearing and your advice.
Regards!
Malcolm
PS On Wolfang’s request I have attached another photo of one of our recent floods – clearly, my
neighbor on McGimpsie shares our problem.
______________________________________________________________________________
3.2 Cousens to Wilson – June 4th
Hi Malcom,
Thank you for your very accurate and thorough summary of our meeting yesterday. I understand the
frustration associated with these types of drainage issues, and I do believe we have found the best
course of action. I appreciate the time and effort you and your neighbors have put into advocating for
this issue and also your understanding that the issue is larger than any one organization or property
owner. I will continue to work with Wolfang and the Strathcona Regional District in attempt to solve
these ongoing issues. We are currently working on improving our processes for current and future
development which is a great step. However, these efforts need to go hand in hand with finding
solutions to the existing issues as well.
Thank you again for your time and patience,
Ashley Cousens
Area Manager
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
Vancouver Island District, Courtenay Area Office
(250) 331-8180
Ashley.Cousens@gov.bc.ca
3.3 Director Brenda Leigh to Wilson – June 7th
Hi, Malcolm et al,
In the near 30 years that I have been a Regional Director, it is the Ministry of Transportation and
Highways that have sub-division approval authority and, at the point of sub-division, they arrange for
road frontages to be dedicated from land developers so that the proper appurtenances, such as
drainage ditches and access roads can be installed. I am unsure when the Mariwood sub-division was
created (likely somewhere in the mid-‘70’s) and it seems to me that ditching by MOTI was completely
overlooked. It is my opinion that MOTI has the engineers and equipment to resolve this problem—the
Regional District does not. The Regional District did do hydrology studies of flood-prone areas some ten
years ago in an effort to convince the sub-division approving officers at MOTI to stop allowing subdivisions in areas that are prone to high water tables and flooding. UNFORTUNATELY, they continue to
allow sub-divisions in inappropriately wet areas with high water tables and/or seasonal flooding.
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The Regional District is an administrative body and does not, I believe own a rake or a shovel to correct
the situations and, often it is left up to owners to try to find their own solutions—which is really very
unfair, in my opinion, since the problem was not created by the residents.
If I had a “magic wand” to require that MOTI rectify these drainage problems which were, in my opinion,
created by MOTI at time of sub-division and prior to these homes being built, this problem could be
handled easily with their equipment and expertise. I am just as frustrated as all of you that this pingpong game between Provincial and local authorities goes back and forth with no resolve. I do know that
the Regional District has no authority for creating sub-divisions nor in addressing the road frontage and
ditching that go along with the sub-division nor of dealing with the water that can result from drainage
ditches not being installed in front of our residents’ properties. Try as I might to assist residents in
getting the best advice possible, progress on this issue seems truly mired in the soggy, swampy lands
that were allowed by MOTI to be sub-divided in the first place.
Since this matter should be looked after by the Province, and since the Province does retain a significant
portion of our rural taxes for roads, policing and hospital operations, I would suggest that you also
contact your MLA, Michelle Babchuk and The Minister of Transportation, Rob Fleming in
Victoria. Perhaps they could provide some solutions to this problem.
Please note that the opinions I am offering are my own and do not necessarily represent the views of
the Strathcona Regional District Board which understands its role in land use pertains to the land and
does not extend to water management/drainage ditches which fall under Provincial control.
I hope this might help you find a path forward in this issue.
Sincerely,
Brenda E. Leigh, Director,
___________________________________________________________________________________3.4 Leigh to Wilson, Benoit and others
Hi, everyone. Just to zone in on the timing of the Hydrology Study done by McElhanney Engineering. It
was sometime after November 2008 when we had some horrendous storm surges which took out the
East side of Highway 19A and had torrential rains that flooded about a dozen properties. As I usually do,
I notified the then Manager of Transportation and Infrastructure (Kevin) of the properties that were
reporting flooding and he ensured that he took care of those ditches/culverts the next year by replacing
those that were too small to handle the runoff. His work improved the flooding situation for a dozen
properties.
Around that time, MOTI was in the process of approving a sub-division on Wetland#1 at Oyster River
and creating Patricia Road. I was so concerned about a sub-division going onto this wetland that I asked
the Sub-Division Approving Officer, Mr. Wiley to attend a Regional Board meeting and explain how
putting housing into this wetland area would be advisable. The outcome was that MOTI agreed to chip
in $15,000 and the SRD chipped in $15,000 towards a $30,000 hydrology study (mostly of the Oyster
River area) so that the Planners and Sub-Division Approving Officer at MOTI had a more rational basis
for considering sub-divisions in chronically wet areas.
Hope this helps,
Brenda Leigh, Director,
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3.5 Wilson to Minister Fleming (MOT) – June 10th
cc 'DeputyMinister.Transportation@gov.bc.ca'
Dear Minister Fleming,
I am writing to you on behalf of a group of neighbors concerned about failure of surface water to drain
from our properties because of non-functioning drainage infrastructure, particularly drainage ditches
and swales.
We have called upon local authorities to take action, and in one case have consulted a private sector
drainage contractor for advice and quotation for work to alleviate the problems. However, we are now
faced with inaction due apparently to interagency jurisdictional and budgetary difficulties. We have
been advised by our Regional Director that you have the legislative authority to help us get these issues
solved in a timely manner.
The high groundwater table is augmented by sustained precipitation during the winter causing wet
crawlspaces, structural damage and the potential for mold and associated health hazards. The existing
drainage ditches do not drain in a timely manner adding to the problems rather than solving them. Your
department’s area manager has reviewed our situation with us and finds herself limited by
“departmental policies” and budget. Most of the development residents have been here for 15 years or
more and are noticing the problems growing. In addition to the potential for health hazards, of course
the value of our properties is declining while our taxes increase.
This apparently simple jurisdictional problem, though probably not high on your priorities, should be
readily fixed by some direct orders from you. Please help us to a drier future.
Sincerely,
Malcolm A Wilson, PhD.
_______________________________________________________________________________
3.6 Leigh to Wilson – June 10th
Thanks for this, Malcolm! I hope you get a timely response from the Provincial Authorities. FYI, it might
be a good idea to send a copy to the MOTI Deputy Minister. I called the Services BC General Enquiry
Line 1-800-663-7867 and was advised that if you emailed your letter to TRAN.WEBMASTER@gov.bc.ca,
your letter could be directed appropriately. For some reason, the clerk could not find the name of the
Deputy Minister for me.
Hope this helps. With this downpour at the moment, I am sure that you are under siege. I am not an
engineer, but I can tell you that one of our Area D residents who was having similar problems dug a
deep hole at that lowest point of their property and had a pump and line going to the other side of the
road to a ditch to drain the water away from their home. I am unsure that this was sanctioned by
MOTI, but it seemed to work for them at times of high rainfall.
Brenda Leigh, Director
Oyster Bay-Buttle Lake (Area D),
Strathcona
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3.7 Benoit to Director Brenda Leigh – April 26th 2021

_______________________________________________________________________________
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

malcolm.wilson@shaw.ca
Edith Watson
benoitcb@shaw.ca; barb-al@telus.net; Brenda Leigh (bleigh.53@gmail.com)
FW: 9352 - 303713 Housing development drainage issues
July 7, 2021 9:11:54 PM
image001.png

** NOTICE: This email is from an external source.**

Hello Edith,
I received this communication from MOTI after your deadline for our presentation. Could you please
add it to the materials circulated to the Electoral Services Committee?
Thanks!
Malcolm
From: Cousens, Ashley TRAN:EX <Ashley.Cousens@gov.bc.ca>
Sent: July 7, 2021 3:18 PM
To: 'malcolm.wilson@shaw.ca' <malcolm.wilson@shaw.ca>
Subject: RE: 9352 - 303713 Housing development drainage issues
Hello Malcolm,
Thank you for your email outlining the drainage issues in your neighborhood. I have been asked to
respond on behalf of the Minister of Transportation. As we discussed during our site visit the
drainage and groundwater issues exists beyond the boundaries of the highway rights of way and the
highway ditches are being used as the drainage management system for this area; something they
were never designed for. As such, an engineered drainage study would be required to address the
issues in their entirety instead of simply addressing the overflowing ditches which are a symptom of
a larger problem. This drainage study would need to involve the Strathcona Regional District as they
have jurisdiction of the land outside of the Highway Rights of Way.
As the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) has final sign off authority on
subdivisions, at the proposal stage we refer out to Local Regional Districts for comments. This is the
time when the Strathcona Regional District could raise any concerns particularly regarding drainage.
Often times in higher density subdivisions or in an area of known drainage issues, a storm water
management plan is required as a part of the subdivision. These plans must explain how drainage
will be managed within the boundaries of private property without contributing to runoff
downstream. Upon further review of these processes MoTI has identified improvements that can be
made to help alleviate any future drainage issues. Our Provincial Approving Officer recently
approached the Strathcona Regional District to discuss these solutions. However at this point an
agreement has not been made.
I can assure you that drainage issues of this nature are a top priority for the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure and as such we will continue to reach out to the Strathcona

Regional District in an attempt to remedy these issues.
Thank you,
Ashley Cousens
Area Manager
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
Vancouver Island District, Courtenay Area Office
(250) 331-8180
Ashley.Cousens@gov.bc.ca

From: malcolm.wilson@shaw.ca <malcolm.wilson@shaw.ca>
Sent: June 10, 2021 2:29 PM
To: Transportation, Minister TRAN:EX <Minister.Transportation@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: Transportation, Deputy Minister TRAN:EX <DeputyMinister.Transportation@gov.bc.ca>; 'Brenda
Leigh' <bleigh.53@gmail.com>; Babchuk, Michele LASS:EX <Michele.Babchuk.MLA@leg.bc.ca>;
Ma.MLA, Bowinn LASS:EX <Bowinn.Ma.MLA@leg.bc.ca>
Subject: Housing development drainage issues
[EXTERNAL] This email came from an external source. Only open attachments or
links that you are expecting from a known sender.

Dear Minister Fleming,
I am writing to you on behalf of a group of neighbors concerned about failure of surface water
to drain from our properties because of non-functioning drainage infrastructure, particularly
drainage ditches and swales.
We have called upon local authorities to take action, and in one case have consulted a private
sector drainage contractor for advice and quotation for work to alleviate the problems.
However, we are now faced with inaction due apparently to interagency jurisdictional and
budgetary difficulties. We have been advised by our Regional Director that you have the
legislative authority to help us get these issues solved in a timely manner.
The high groundwater table is augmented by sustained precipitation during the winter causing
wet crawlspaces, structural damage and the potential for mold and associated health hazards.
The existing drainage ditches do not drain in a timely manner adding to the problems rather
than solving them. Your department’s area manager has reviewed our situation with us and

finds herself limited by “departmental policies” and budget. Most of the development
residents have been here for 15 years or more and are noticing the problems growing. In
addition to the potential for health hazards, of course the value of our properties is declining
while our taxes increase.
This apparently simple jurisdictional problem, though probably not high on your priorities,
should be readily fixed by some direct orders from you. Please help us to a drier future.
Sincerely,
Malcolm A Wilson, PhD.

PS Here for your information is my latest local authority communication:
Hello Wolfang and Ashley,
Thank you for coming yesterday to our street to discuss our drainage problems and for
explaining your organizations’ situations, and particularly their regulatory hurdles. Your
advice to bring our issues to the Strathcona Regional District Board meeting via our Director,
Benda Leigh, was valuable and will be acted upon.
We discussed the wintertime flooding of our properties that is compounded by standing water
in roadside ditches that do not drain and therefore add to the high water table that in turn
causes my neighbors Colin and Barb Benoit crawlspace flooding, risking mold growth and
associated health hazards.
We advised you that the Benoit’s drainage consultant and contractor claimed that the problem
could be fixed by opening the drainage ditches, which would allow the water to drain away.
You pointed out that Highways would not grant permission to apply such a fix because of the
risk that the flood would simply move to another’s property. You mentioned that to avoid such
a situation an area drainage study would have to be undertaken, involving hiring professional
specialist for which neither Highways or SRD have the budget. Your suggestion is that we
need to bring the issue to the SRD Board to request such a plan be developed. Wolfang stated
that he thought such a request had been made to a previous SRD Board that turned it down
and he agreed to search the records for confirmation of when and why this happened.
You both made it very clear that the existing ditches may not be used for discharging surface
water from our properties and that the sole purpose of the ditches is to remove the water from
the roadways.
May I commend you both for the patient and respectful manner with which you listened to our
frustrations and concerns. This was the first time in my 16 years in Area D that my winter
flooding has been taken seriously rather that been the source of black humor concerning
“valuable lakeside property”.
Thank you again for the hearing and your advice.
Regards!
Malcolm

